**Permitted Direction of Travel**

- 5201 One way for all vehicles, exemption 1
- 5204 One way for all motor vehicles, exemption 1
- 5208 One way for all motor vehicles except for buses & hackney carriages, exemption 1
- 5502 Left turn only for all vehicles, exemption 1
- 5503 Right turn only for all vehicles, exemption 1

**Prohibition or Restriction of Movement**

- 5701 Prohibition of Entry for vehicles, exemption 1
- 5500 Prohibition of left hand turn for vehicles (subject to any specific label on the map), exemption 1
- 5501 Prohibition of right hand turn for vehicles (subject to any specific label on the map), exemption 1
- 5504 Prohibition of U turns for all vehicles, exemption 1

**Mandatory Cycle Lane**

- 5301 Mandatory cycle lane exemptions 1

**Bus Lanes**

- 5306 Bus Lane - permitted classes of vehicles: public service vehicles & cycles, exemptions 1
- 5304 Bus Lane - permitted classes of vehicles: public service vehicles, cycle & Hackney Carriages, cycles, exemptions 1
- 5305 Bus Lane - permitted classes of vehicles: public service vehicles, motor cycles, mopeds, hackney carriages & cycles, exemptions 1
- 5303 Bus Lane (Mon - Sat) - permitted classes of vehicles: public service vehicles, hackney carriages & cycles, exemptions 1
- 5309 Bus & Cycle Only - permitted classes of vehicles: public service vehicles & cycles, exemption 1

**Prohibition or Restriction of Movement (cont.)**

- 5310 Bus, Cycle & Hackney Carriages Only - permitted classes of vehicles: public service vehicles, cycles & Hackney Carriages, exemptions 1, 3, 4, 6
- 5311 Bus, Cycle & Hackney Carriages Only - permitted classes of vehicles: public service vehicles, cycles & Hackney Carriages, exemptions 1
- 5312 Bus, Cycle & Hackney Carriages Only - permitted classes of vehicles: public service vehicles, cycles & Hackney Carriages, exemption 1

**Width Restriction**

- 5602 Prohibition of vehicles above a maximum vehicle width, exemption 1 (specific width shown on map)

**DERBY CITY COUNCIL RESTRICTION TYPES**

Made pursuant to

DERBY CITY COUNCIL RESTRICTION TYPES